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Abstract

Gravitational wave (GW) events detectable by LIGO and Virgo have several possible progenitors, including black hole
mergers, neutron star mergers, black hole–neutron star mergers, supernovae, and cosmic string cusps. A subset of
GW events are expected to produce electromagnetic (EM) emission that, once detected, will provide complementary
information about their astrophysical context. To that end, the LIGO–Virgo Collaboration (LVC) sends GW candidate
alerts to the astronomical community so that searches for their EM counterparts can be pursued. The DESGW group,
consisting of members of the Dark Energy Survey (DES), the LVC, and other members of the astronomical community,
uses the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) to perform a search and discovery program for optical signatures of LVC GW
events. DESGW aims to use a sample of GW events as standard sirens for cosmology. Due to the short decay timescale of
the expected EM counterparts and the need to quickly eliminate survey areas with no counterpart candidates, it is critical
to complete the initial analysis of each night’s images as quickly as possible. We discuss our search area determination,
imaging pipeline, and candidate selection processes. We review results from the DESGW program during the first two
LIGO–Virgo observing campaigns and introduce other science applications that our pipeline enables.

Keywords: gravitational waves, Grid computing, Software and its engineering Software infrastructure

1. Introduction

A particular challenge for precision cosmology is the
absolute calibration of cosmic distances. Traditionally, it
employs a cosmic distance ladder: direct geometrical par-
allax measurements of nearby stars that calibrate indirect
measurements for larger distances, in a series of steps ex-
tending to cosmological scales (Riess et al., 2019). This
indirect approach introduces systematic uncertainties to
measurements from type-Ia supernovae and other probes.
Gravitational wave (GW) signals from merging binary ob-
jects, however, act as standard sirens, enabling distances
to be measured directly to the source without relying on
a cosmic distance ladder (Schutz, 1986; Holz and Hughes,
2005; Del Pozzo, 2012). This fact motivates the pursuit
of a cosmology program using GW events. The results re-
ported by the LIGO–Virgo Collaboration (LVC) in their
first observing run with an advanced interferometer net-
work included detection of binary black hole (BBH) merg-
ers at 440+180

−190 (Abbott et al., 2016a) and 420+160
−180 (Abbott

et al., 2016b) Mpc, proving that the current generation of
interferometers are sensitive enough to observe mergers at
cosmological distances.

Anticipating that such sensitivity would be in reach,
the Dark Energy Survey (DES) launched its GW pro-
gram (DESGW) in the first LVC run (O1, 2015–2016).
DESGW is a search and discovery program for electro-
magnetic (EM) signatures of GW events. While there are
multiple reasons to search for GW electromagnetic coun-
terparts, our primary goal is to perform a measurement of
the Hubble Constant with the best precision afforded by
the available data. The second LVC run (O2, 2016–2017)
saw the observation of a binary neutron star (BNS) merger
(Abbott et al., 2017a) and DESGW contributed (Soares-
Santos et al., 2017) to the discovery of its EM counterpart
(Abbott et al., 2017b). The third run (O3, 2019–2020) is
ongoing at the time of this writing. The DESGW cosmol-
ogy program has two different components: 1) If the GW

signal has an EM counterpart, the location of the event
may be identified to the arcsecond and a redshift for the
galaxy obtained. 2) If the GW counterpart is electromag-
netically dark, then the redshift must be obtained statis-
tically using all the galaxies in the probable localization
volume of the event.

In this article we detail, for the first time, the DESGW
observational program to search for EM counterparts of
GW events in the optical range using the Dark Energy
Camera (DECam). DESGW has been active during all
three LVC observing runs to date and we document changes
implemented from one run to another. We begin this ar-
ticle with a discussion of cosmology with standard sirens
(Section 2), and then describe DECam itself (Section 3),
along with how the decision to trigger on a given GW
event is made, including the interaction with other tele-
scope users. Section 4 describes the experimental setup,
and Section 5 describes our overall observing strategy and
construction of a detailed observing plan for each night.
Sections 6 though 8 discuss our image processing pipeline
and final candidate selection. We conclude with a brief
review of DESGW results from the first two observing
seasons in Section 9 and a discussion of planned improve-
ments to our program and other science applications in
Section 10.

2. Cosmology with standard sirens

2.1. Bright Standard Sirens

Mergers for which both gravitational and electromag-
netic emission are detectable, bright standard sirens, can
be used to determine cosmological parameters such as H0

via the distance-redshift relation: the distance measure-
ment comes from the GW signal and the redshift from
identifying the host galaxy of the EM counterpart. Merg-
ers of neutron stars, or of a neutron star and a black hole,
have multiple predicted signatures (Metzger et al., 2010;
Nissanke et al., 2010; Gaertig et al., 2011; Berger, 2014;
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Metzger, 2017; Rosswog et al., 2017; Tanaka et al., 2018;
Gottlieb et al., 2018; Paschalidis and Ruiz, 2019; Duque
et al., 2019): a gravitational wave chirp, a neutrino burst,
a gamma-ray burst followed by an afterglow in various
wavelengths, and an optical transient referred in the lit-
erature as a kilonova, which we aim to detect with DE-
Cam. Fainter, redder, and shorter-lived than supernovae,
kilonovae are challenging from the observational point of
view. They are detectable mostly in red/infra-red wave-
lengths and only for about 1 or 2 weeks in an instrument
such as DECam. With only one kilonova associated to a
GW event so far, light-curve models (Metzger and Berger,
2012; Barnes and Kasen, 2013; Tanaka and Hotokezaka,
2013; Grossman et al., 2014; Metzger, 2017; Rosswog et al.,
2017; Radice et al., 2018; Gompertz et al., 2018; Fahlman
and Fernández, 2018; Bulla, 2019) are still very uncertain.
They predict, for example, a wide range of peak magni-
tudes: e.g. r-band (650nm) magnitude 20–22 at a distance
of 200 Mpc.

2.2. Precision Cosmology

H0 is a powerful tool for precision cosmology which
aims at characterizing the Universe as a whole: physics at
the early times, history of expansion, and behavior of per-
turbations. With a distance-based measurement, we probe
the history of expansion and are sensitive to dark energy
models (often described in terms of the equation of state
parameter w = p/ρ). Discrepancies between H0 values
determined from the Cosmic Microwave Background and
from distance probes can be reconciled by allowing some
of these model parameters to vary.

Uncertainties inH0 measurements from standard sirens
will depend, in part, on uncertainties achieved by the LVC
network for the distance to each merger. According to
a study (Nissanke et al., 2013) of simulated binary neu-
tron star mergers, with a distance distribution and detec-
tor performance model that are representative of the third
and fourth observing runs, an uncertainty of 3–5% on H0 is
expected for sample sizes of about 15–20 events. Similarly,
for dark sirens, or GW events without an identified electro-
magnetic counterpart where the redshift must be obtained
statistically (MacLeod and Hogan, 2008), simulations fol-
lowing the methodology of Soares-Santos & Palmese et al.
(2019) estimate that 5% precision is achievable with a sam-
ple of 100 events (see also Chen et al. 2018 and Nair et al.
2018 for other estimates of the achievable precision on H0

via standard sirens). After approximately 100 dark siren
events and 20 bright siren events, we expect that our pro-
gram can contribute to the H0 discrepancy issue with a
completely independent measurement at the 2σ level, a
remarkable result for a brand new cosmological tool.1

1Palmese and Kim (2020) propose to use gravitational wave com-
pact binary mergers and large galaxy surveys to also set constraints
on gravity and the growth of structure by measuring their peculiar
velocity power spectrum, overdensity, and cross–correlation power
spectra.

3. The DECam System

We use the Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher et al., 2015).
DECam is a 570 Mpixel, 3-square-degree field-of-view cam-
era with an active-pixel fill-factor of 0.8. It consists of 62
red-sensitive CCDs and a wide field of view corrector, all
installed on the 4-meter Victor M. Blanco telescope at the
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). This
sensor system is connected to a data reduction pipeline
with computation hardware at the National Center for Su-
percomputing Applications (NCSA).

3.1. The DES, DECam, and the Community

The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration (DES) designed
and constructed DECam with the primary goal of study-
ing the nature of dark energy using four complementary
probes: galaxy clusters, weak lensing, Type Ia supernovae,
and baryon acoustic oscillations. As we have seen, preci-
sion measurements of H0 are intricately linked with dark
energy itself, thus our GW program complements the main
DES probes. The camera was installed in 2012, signifi-
cantly upgrading the Blanco telescope, completed in 1976.
The high level requirements on the DECam design were
driven by the need to visit a 5000 sq. deg. wide-survey
area (the DES footprint) and a 30 sq. deg. supernova sur-
vey area over five years, with excellent image quality, high
sensitivity in the near infrared, and low readout noise.

3.2. Template Coverage

Our transient discovery pipeline uses the “image differ-
encing”technique. This technique works by comparing a
search image to one or more images previously taken of the
same area of sky (these images are called “templates”) and
subtracting the template(s) from the search image. The re-
sult, known as the “difference image”, should consist only
of objects not present in the template images, which are
thus potential candidates to be an optical counterpart of
the GW trigger. Inside the DES footprint, template im-
ages are always available, either from the DES wide-survey
program or from other programs with publicly accessible
data. Outside the DES footprint we rely on public im-
ages taken by other programs using DECam to provide
templates. This method results in incomplete sky cover-
age (e.g. Fig. 1), illustrating the need for programs to
complete the southern sky coverage, such as the Blanco
Imaging of the Southern Sky (BLISS) survey. We require
a minimum exposure time of 30 seconds in our templates,
and our standard observing conditions requirements trans-
late to effective magnitudes of 21.23 (20.57) for 30-second
i (z)-band images. Currently DECam public image cover-
age to this depth exists over approximately 59% (65%) of
the accessible sky in the i (z) band. If no template images
pass the standard observing criteria we can loosen them as
needed (though we retain the 30-second minimum) at the
expense of search sensitivity (we are limited by the com-
bined template depth), resulting in increased coverage. If
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no DECam template image was available at a given loca-
tion we relied on so-called “late-time” images taken well
after the event as templates. Late-time templates are non-
optimal for two reasons: first, any residual light from the
event in the late-time image systematically affects mea-
sured magnitudes of the event at earlier times. Second,
the use of late-time template delays complete spectroscopic
response until after the template is taken.
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Figure 1: Existing i-band coverage of the sky from DECam imaging
as of March 2019.

3.3. How the Interrupt Process Worked During DES Time

The first two LIGO observing runs coincided almost
exactly with DES observing seasons. The DESGW group,
consisting of members of the DES, LVC, and other mem-
bers of the astronomical community, was awarded ∼ 4
nights of telescope time per year via the open proposal
process. DES and the DESGW entered into an agreement
where the DESGW nights were added to the DES observ-
ing time allocation. If a trigger occurred, the DESGW
and DES management teams consulted and if the event
was judged interesting the DESGW interrupted the DES
and made observations of the LIGO spatial localization.
If the time was not used, the nights counted against the
total night allocation of the DES.

4. The Experimental Setup

Figure 2 provides an overview of the experimental setup.
The reception of a GCN trigger from LIGO triggered a
three-part DESGW process. First, we calculated the pos-
sible coverage of the LIGO event with the DECam system
for the next night and discussed whether to proceed with
observations as previously described. If the decision was
to interrupt and observe, we moved to the observation and
data preparation phase. The observing team was briefed
and provided the observing plan, and the template de-
termination and preparation began. We make an initial

determination of possible template overlaps based on our
observing plan, discussed in detail in Sec. 5.

The third phase is data reduction. During O1 and O2,
the DESGW program aimed to process and analyze a given
night’s observations within 24 hours so that we can report
electromagnetic counterpart candidates to other telescopes
for followup. We rapidly provision the required computing
resources using a mixture of computing resources at Fer-
milab and a variety of other campus and laboratory sites
via the Open Science Grid (OSG; Pordes et al. 2007), re-
lying on the high throughput of the OSG. As new search
images arrive at Fermilab from CTIO via NCSA, the cor-
responding image processing jobs are sent to all available
resources. The results are copied to local disk at Fermilab
and summary data recorded in a database for postprocess-
ing and candidate selection.

5. DESGW Observing: Map Making and Observ-
ing

Our system listens to the LIGO/Virgo alert stream.
The MainInjector code initiates action on triggers by alert-
ing DESGW team members and preparing initial observa-
tion maps. The observing scripts are generated by calcu-
lating event counterpart visibility probability maps summed
inside an all-sky DECam hex layout and choosing the
highest-probability hexes for highest priority observations.

We wish to calculate maps of

p(α, δ) =

∫
p(x|α, δ)p(y|α, δ)p(d|m, t, α, δ)dm . (1)

where

– p(x|α, δ) is the LIGO spatial localization map prob-
ability per pixel (x),

– p(y|α, δ) is our ability to recognize the detection given
source crowding and is related to a false positive rate,

– p(d|m, t, α, δ) is the DECam detection probability of
a source of magnitude m at time t per pixel, and

– the time dependence ofm enters via the source model.

We will discuss each of these items in turn.

5.1. Spatial Localization: p(x|α, δ)
LVC triggers include localization maps in HEALPix

format (LIGO maps: Singer et al. 2016, HEALPix: Górski
et al. 2005). The first of these maps provides the spa-
tial localization probability per pixel, the second provides
distance, the third provides a gaussian variance estimate
on the distance, and the fourth contains a normalization
plane. We take the first map to be p(x|α, δ). Maps de-
rived from this one have the same resolution as we choose
to read this map.

4



LIGO/Virgo 
Trigger

Other EM followup
partners

DESGW decides 
whether to initiate 
EM followup with 

DECam

Finalize 
observing 
plan; take 

observations

Process images; 
analyze results

Report interesting
candidates to 
Gamma-Ray 

Coordinates Network

Generate
initial

observing
plan

Figure 2: Overview of search program (green boxes are specific to this work). Our automated system continuously listens to the LIGO/Virgo
data stream via GCN protocol. For a given trigger, an automated strategy code formulates the observing plan which we send to astronomers
at the DES/DECam site to execute. We monitor the DECam data stream for new incoming images and automatically process them through
the image differencing

pipeline.

(a) DES source probability time slot 1 (b) Limiting magnitude map time slot 1 (c) DES × LIGO probability time slot 1

(d) DES source probability time slot 2 (e) Limiting magnitude map time slot 2 (f) DES × LIGO probability time slot 2

(g) DES source probability time slot 3 (h) Limiting magnitude map time slot 3 (i) DES × LIGO probability time slot 3

Figure 3: Source detection probability map construction.. We show the relevant probabilities and maps for three different time periods on
a given night. While the source probability map is fixed ((a),(d),(g)), the limiting magnitude map ((b),(e),(h)), and thus the overall source
detection probability map ((c),(f),(i)), changes with time due to observing conditions and the Earth’s rotation. The example shown here is
for GW170814, a binary black hole merger. The white contour represents the DES footprint.

5.2. Detection recognition probability map: p(y|α, δ)
We model p(y|α, δ), the probability of recognizing a

detection y given source crowding, as a false positive rate
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problem related to the per-pixel stellar density and inde-
pendent of magnitude. Essentially, if the targeted region is
too full of stars then it is likely there will be too many false
positives masking possible candidates, resulting in missed
detections of real astrophysical transients. Our model is
that the recognition probability is taken to be p(y|α, δ) =
0.0 at or above 610 stars/deg2 (roughly that of the Galactic
anticenter) and p(y|α, δ) = 1.0 at or below 10 stars/deg2

(roughly that of the south Galactic pole), linear in surface
density between. We use the 2MASS J-band star counts
in units of stars/deg2, cut at J < 16.0, from the NOMAD
catalog (Zacharias et al., 2004). Figures 3(a), 3(d), and
3(g) show example detection recognition probability maps
for a given event.

5.3. Limiting magnitude maps

The calculation of p(d|m, t, α, δ) proceeds through lim-
iting magnitude maps, some examples of which are shown
in Figs. 3(b), 3(e), and 3(h). A point source with intrinsic
flux f and full width half max w that is faint compared to
a sky background flux s has a signal to noise S/N given by

S/N ∝ TdTaft

w
√
st

=
TdTaf

√
t

w
√
s

(2)

where Td is the transmission of light through a layer of
Galactic dust, and Ta is the transmission of light through
the Earth’s atmosphere. We demand S/N=10 for a detec-
tion as 10% flux uncertainties permit reasonable colors to
be formed.

We define a fiducial set of conditions and a 90 sec DE-
Cam exposure to calculate the 10σ i-band magnitude, mi,
and use eq 2 to compute the limiting magnitude ml using
∆m to account for variations from the fiducial values:

ml = mi + ∆m

∆m = 2.5 log

[(
Td
Tncp

)(
Ta
T1.3

)(
0.9′′

FWHM

)]
+

1

2
(msky − 22.0)

(3)

where Tncp is the transmission of dust at the North Celes-
tial Pole, and T1.3 is the transmission of the atmosphere
at an airmass of 1.3, our fiducial value. This quantity is
entirely a function of time of the observation: Ta depends
on zenith distance; the full width of half maximum of the
PSF, FWHM, depends on zenith distance; msky depends
on zenith distance, the lunar phase and position, and the
solar position.

Transmission due to Galactic dust: The Planck
dust map comes as a HEALPix map, with the values of
the pixels being the optical depth τ at 350 µm multiplied
by a normalization to convert to E(B−V ), the reddening.
This is best understood as AB − AV , where the A is the
extinction in a given filter. The extinction in the i-band,
Ai, is therefore Ri×E(B− V ), where Ri is the reddening
coefficient for the i-band. The transmission due to dust,

Td, is log10(Td) = 0.4 · Ri · E(B − V ) so the transmission
relative to the fiducial is thus

log10(Td) = 0.4 ·Ri · E(B − V )

log10(Tncp) = 0.4 ·Ri · E(B − V )ncp

log10

(
Td
Tncp

)
= 0.4Ri[E(B − V )− E(B − V )ncp]

(4)

We take E(B − V )ncp to be 0.0041.
Atmospheric transmission: In a very simple model

the transmission due to the atmosphere can be described
as

Ta
Ta,f

=
10−0.4kiX

10−0.4·1.3ki
= 10−0.4ki(X−1.3) (5)

where ki is the (first order) atmospheric extinction in the
i-band, and X is the airmass. Since zenith distance could
be close to 90◦ in our case, depending on the target of
interest, we do not use the X = sec(zd) approximation
to airmass, but the approximation due to Young (1994),
which has a maximum error of 0.004 at zd = 90◦.

X =
a cos2(zd) + b cos(zd) + c

cos3(zd) + d cos2(zd) + e cos(zd) + f
(6)

where a = 1.002432, b = 0.148386, c = 0.0096467, d =
0.149864, e = 0.0102963, and f = 0.000303978.

The full width half max of the psf: FWHM
is, statistically, a filter-dependent power law in zenith dis-
tance.

FWHM

FWHMf
=

(
λ

λf

)−0.2(
X

1.3

)3/5

(7)

The sky surface brightness: The sky surface bright-
ness model is from Krisciunas and Schaefer (1991), which
predicts the sky brightness as a function of the moon’s
phase and zenith distance, the zenith distance of the sky
position, the angular separation of the moon and sky po-
sition, the local extinction coefficient, and the airmass of
the sky position. Telescopes have software and hardware
limits on their ability to point, which we model as a top
hat on sky brightness: outside the pointing range the sky
brightness is set arbitrarily high (the brightness of the full
moon). We create this brightness map by converting the
CTIO-provided Blanco HA,δ telescope limits into a HA,δ
map.

5.4. Source detection probability: p(d|m, t, α, δ)
The calculation of the map p(d|m, t, α, δ) uses the lim-

iting magnitude map, the source model, and the LIGO
event distance map. Discussion of the source model is in
the next subsection and here we assume that model gives
us an absolute magnitude M and a model uncertainty dis-
persion of σM . We pursue the following calculation.

We convert the distance estimate from the LIGO trig-
ger into a distance modulus µ = 5 log r + 25, where the
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distance r is in Mpc, and the distance uncertainty into an
uncertainty on µ:

σ2 = σ2
r

(
5

r ln 10

)2

(8)

Then the apparent magnitude of the source, ms is

ms = M + µ (9)

and, as gaussians can be added to form gaussians,

σ2
m = σ2

M +

(
5

r ln 10

)2

σ2
r (10)

The resulting gaussian is normalized:
∫∞
0
G(ms, σ

2
m)dm =

1. The probability that the object could be seen in this
pixel given a limiting magnitude of ml is then

p(d|ml,ms, σm) =

∫ ml

0

G(ms, σ
2
m)dm (11)

If ms > ml, then p(d) = efc(ms−ml)/2. If ms < ml, then
p(d) = (1 + efn(ms −ml))/2. The probability is weighted
as uniform in volume:

∫
p(d)dr =

∫
G(ms, σ

2
m)r2dr. We

will need to do the same weighting in apparent magnitude
space, by transforming r2 into distance modulus

r = 100.2(m−ms)−5 = 100.2(m−ms)+C (12)

r2dr = C 100.6(m−ms)dm (13)

where C is a constant. Then

∫ r

0

Gr2dr = C

∫ ml

0

exp

(
(m−ms)

2

σ2
m

)
100.6(m−ms)dm

(14)
where C is a normalization constant. This last equation is
the probability that we will see a source given the model
uncertainty and distance uncertainty for a known limiting
magnitude and thus is p(d|m, t, α, δ): recall d here is a
detection, ml is a function of spatial pixel (α, δ) and time
(t) as described in Sec. 5.3, and ms depends on M , its
uncertainty, and time as described in the next subsection.

5.5. The source model

The source model governs the source magnitude and
uncertainty as a function of time. We operate with two
theoretical source models, one for binary black hole merg-
ers and one for mergers including a neutron star.

Our source model for BBH mergers is relatively ar-
bitrary, as there is no well-motivated theoretical model.
We assume simply that the counterpart has a falling t−1

lightcurve: the source has an initial i-band magnitude
of approximately 20 for a day or two, then fades below
our typical detection thresholds for 90-sec exposures. Our
source model for a merger involving a neutron star is more
complicated. In O1 and O2, before detection of the BNS

event GW170817, we were following the kilonova model of
Barnes and Kasen (2013) and Barnes et al. (2016).

Briefly, as neutron stars merge, tidal tails grow into the
equipotential surface and then mostly flow back into the
main remnant. Some few percent of matter in the tails
are dynamically ejected at speeds ≈ 0.1c. The ejected ma-
terial undergoes r-process nucleosyntheis as the few nu-
clei in the sea of neutrons grow by neutron absorption.
During O1 and O2 the details of our model followed the
simulation-based analysis of Grossman et al. (2014). Ob-
servationally, we modeled the merger event luminosity, L,
and temperature, T , and assumed the event is an opti-
cally thick blackbody of which we observe a photosphere.
All the thermal energy available for comes from the the
r-process beta-decay episode and we define an energy de-
position rate per unit mass, ε, so that L ≈ mε. At early
times (t < tpeak) L scales as L ∝ t2 and at late times
as (t > tpeak) L ∝ t−1/3. The time to peak brightness
tp is ∼ m−1/2. We assume the photosphere is a black-

body T =

(
L

σ(2
√
πvt)

2

)0.25

, where vt came from the ra-

dius of the photosphere. The flux through any filter is
then: f = 4.4 × 1022

∫
Bλdλ L40T

−4
1000d

−2
100 where L40 is

the luminosity in units of 1040 ergs/sec, T1000 is the tem-
perature in units of 1000 K, and d100 is the distance in
units of 100 Mpc.

We can break up the model into sub-components, each
of which has a different opacity. In our model we use a
Barnes and Kasen iron model (κ ≈ 0.1) and an Barnes
and Kasen lanthanide model (κ ≈ 10). We use the same
energetics as described above; one swaps out the Bλ for a
computed SED as one computes the flux through a filter.

There was a range of uncertainties in the peak abso-
lute magnitudes. For a given time we calculate the model
absolute magnitude, M which has a model uncertainty
dispersion of σM .

During and after the intensive observations of the coun-
terpart to GW170817, better models have been developed,
for example the three-component model of Villar et al.
(2017). It was unclear whether there would be a blue com-
ponent before the observations of GW170817; in the work
described here we assumed only a red component and a
generally fainter absolute magnitude than the counterpart
of GW1701817 exhibited. We have updated the kilonova
model implementation in our O3 pipeline.

5.6. Observing plan construction

Once we have calculated maps of p(α, δ) we can con-
struct the observing plan. Each observation is of a hex, so
named because the DECam focal plane is roughly hexago-
nal. An observation may be a single 90s i-band exposure,
as in BBH sources, or a triplet of 90s each in an i, z, z band
sequence, as in events containing NS. The aim is different
in each case. For NS we are looking for the week-timescale
very red transient that is the signature of kilonova. For
BH we are assuming a source similar to a t−1 power law
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and attempting to build light curves that allow us to reject
supernovae.

To construct the plan we create slots of time that con-
tain integer numbers of hexes with a total duration of
around a half hour; each slot has the full map-making per-
formed. For NS events there are six hexes per slot (three
90s observations per hex), while for BH and bursts, there
are 18 hexes per slot (one 90s observation per hex). The
detection probability maps (e.g. Figs. 3(c), 3(f), 3(i)) are
then “hexelated”: the probabilities are summed inside a
fixed pattern of camera pointings. For the night, the hex
with the greatest probability is found and assigned to be
observed in a time slot. The time slot is chosen to maxi-
mize the observability of the hex in question (and proba-
bility of actual detection of the transient if it happens to
be located in those exposures). That hex is then removed
from consideration (removing all probabilities for that hex
at different time slots in the night), and we repeat the pro-
cedure with the next-highest probability hex until all slots
are full. We use a mean overhead time of 30s between
hexes to account for the time it takes to move the tele-
scope from one position to another. Now we have a time
series that makes full use of observing probabilities, aim-
ing to ensure we observe as many high-probability hexes
as possible on a given night, and following an optimal se-
quence, as shown in Figure 4. We convert this list to a
JSON file with the appropriate content to drive DECam
and the Blanco telescope. The same JSON files, modified
for a later time, are used during the subsequent observing
nights.

6. Image processing pipeline: images to candidates

We build on the existing DES image processing pipelines.
For image preparation we use the DES single-epoch (SE)
processing pipeline (Morganson et al., 2018). We use a
modified version of the DES supernova processing pipeline
(DiffImg), described in Kessler et al. (2015), to perform
image differencing. This pipeline has a strong track record
of discovering rare classes of transient and rapidly fading
objects such as in Pan et al. (2017) and Pursiainen et al.
(2018). We give a description of both pipelines here, fo-
cusing on the modifications made specifically for DESGW.

6.1. Single-epoch processing

The first stage of image processing each night is the
SE pipeline, which consists of an image correction stage
(6.1.1) and an object cataloging stage known as FirstCut
(6.1.3), which includes astrometric calibrations (described
separately in 6.1.2).

6.1.1. Image Correction

SE begins with a stage to make the raw images science-
ready. This stage includes crosstalk corrections, pixel cor-
rections, and bad pixel masking (Bernstein et al., 2018).
The pixel corrections include bias subtraction, pixel non-
linearity correction, a conversion from DN to electrons, a

“brighter-fatter” correction, and finally flat fielding. This
stage creates a catalog of the brighter objects in each im-
age with SExtractor (Bertin, 2011), to be used in the
astrometric calibration (described in Section 6.1.2).

6.1.2. Astrometric Calibration

The astrometry stage uses SCAMP (Bertin, 2006) with
the aforementioned catalog of bright objects, generated
by SExtractor during image correction, to calculate an
astrometric solution using an initial-guess of third-order
polynomial World Coordinate System (WCS; Greisen and
Calabretta 2002) distortion terms for each of the 62 CCDs
in the DECam array to produce a solution to place CCD
pixel positions into a TPV WCS. During O1 and O2 we
used the 2MASS point source catalog (Skrutskie et al.,
2006) to solve for the entire focal plane solution for every
DES pointing. We have typical (RMS) DES-2MASS dif-
ferences of 0.25′′. These errors are dominated by 2MASS
which has typical single detection uncertainties of 0.2′′ for
sources fainter than KS of 14. An improvement during the
third observing season is to use the Gaia catalog (Gaia
Collaboration et al., 2016; Lindegren et al., 2018) as a
reference, allowing both reduction of DES astrometric un-
certainties to below 0.03′′ per coordinate (dominated by
DES uncertainties) and for us to calculate an astrometric
solution CCD by CCD rather than over the whole image.
Per-CCD calculations can run in parallel and are much
faster.

6.1.3. FirstCut

The FirstCut processing calculates an astrometric solu-
tion with SCAMP (see 6.1.2), performs bleed trail masking,
fits and subtracts the sky background, divides out the star
flat, masks cosmic rays and satellite trails, measures and
models the point spread function (PSF), performs object
detection and measurement using SExtractor, and per-
forms image quality measurements.

To catalog all objects from single-epoch images we run
SExtractor using PSF modeling and model-fitting pho-
tometry. A PSF model is derived for each CCD image
using the PSFEx package (Bertin, 2011). We model PSF
variations within each CCD as a N th degree polynomial
expansion in CCD coordinates. For our application we
adopt a 26 × 26 pixel kernel and follow variations to 3rd

order.
In SExtractor (version 2.14.2) we use this PSF model

to carry out PSF corrected model fitting photometry over
each image. The code proceeds by fitting a PSF model
and a galaxy model to every source in the image. The two-
dimensional modeling uses a weighted χ2 that captures the
goodness of fit between the observed flux distribution and
the model and iterates to minimize the χ2. The resulting
model parameters are stored and “asymptotic” magnitude
estimates are extracted by integrating the model flux.

The advantages of model fitting photometry on single-
epoch images that have not been remapped are manifold.
First, pixel to pixel noise correlations are not present in the
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Figure 4: Final observing plan for three time slots based on the source detection probability maps in Figs. 3(c), 3(f), and 3(i)). The red
hexagons are all scheduled observations across all slots, while the yellow hexagons are those performed within the given time slot. The solid
white lines are the 50% and 90% LIGO probability contours, and the yellow line represents the nominal DES footprint. The example shown
here is for GW170814, a binary black hole merger.

AUTOSCANDiffImg
FIRSTCUT 
Reduced

Wide Area Difference Imaging Processing

PreprocessingScience Raw
Analysis for 
Transients 

(Postprocessing)
Single Epoch Processing

DECam, 
SISPI, DTS

Figure 5: A schematic view of the modules and steps in the DESGW pipeline (shaded area marked “Wide Area Difference Imaging
Processing”). Calibration and raw science images are delivered from DECam to NCSA. In single-epoch processing (yellow box), raw science
exposures undergo preprocessing before proceeding to the DiffImg stage (blue box). Diagram based on Figure 3 of Morganson et al. (2018).

data and do not have to be corrected for in estimating mea-
surement uncertainties. Second, unbiased PSF and galaxy
model fitting photometry is available across the image, al-
lowing one to make a more precise correction to aperture
magnitudes than those often used to extract galaxy and
stellar photometry.

6.2. Image differencing

To identify GW EM counterpart candidates within
search images we use the aforementioned DiffImg soft-
ware, originally developed for supernova searches in DES.
Figure 6 illustrates the workflow. Using a feature of SCAMP,
we calculate a joint astrometric solution on both the search
and template image(s) using the 2MASS (O1 and O2 sea-
sons) or GAIA-DR2 (O3) catalog. We perform the image
subtraction via the HOTPANTS package (Becker, 2015). In
our case, we perform a separate subtraction between the
search image and each template, and then combine the dif-
ference images, rather than do a single subtraction on one
combined template. While this approach is clearly slower
than doing a single subtraction, it avoids potentially large
PSF variations that could arise when combining templates
taken in potentially very different observing conditions.

6.2.1. Template preparation

The DiffImg software, also sometimes known as the
DiffImg “pipeline”, can accept as templates images that
only partially overlap with search images, images that may
have a relative rotation with respect to the search images,

and images from DECam that were not taken on DES
time (we only use such images if they have been publicly
released). These are our main modifications of the pipeline
relative to the DES supernova use case, where the search
and template images are always exactly aligned (within
telescope pointing errors) with one of a small set of fixed
pointings that comprise the supernova survey area. Af-
ter obtaining template images we apply the SE process to
them as described in 6.1, so they are ready in the case of
a LIGO event trigger. If the counterpart lies outside the
DES footprint and no overlapping template image exists,
template images of the appropriate area of the sky must
be taken at a later time, after we expect any counterpart
to have faded.

6.2.2. Fake injection

During the DiffImg run we inject fake point sources
(generated ahead of time) into the search image in each
band in random locations away from masked regions. These
fakes can either vary in magnitude with time, or be fixed
(typically at 20 in that case). Fakes are used for four pur-
poses: to measure the “completeness depth”, or the depth
at which we recover a specified fraction (typically 80%) of
fakes in all of our search images (completeness depth thus
reflects the variation in observing conditions); to monitor
the single image detection efficiency; to monitor the multi-
ple epoch detection efficiency; to characterize DiffImg for
modeling in a catalog-level MC simulation.

To check our understanding of the efficiency measured
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Figure 6: A diagram of the DiffImg processing used to detect transients in the wide area survey and in GW followup fields. Diagram based
on Figure 7 of Morganson et al. (2018).

with fakes we compare the measured efficiency to a pre-
diction using a simulation from the Supernova Analysis
software package, SNANA (Kessler et al., 2009, 2019), that
analytically computes light curves without using the detec-
tion images, but by using the observed conditions and key
properties of the images derived by measuring the fakes.
This allows us to determine how well our sample selection
criteria recover objects with known light curves. During
O1 we measured a fake detection completeness of 80% or
better down to magnitudes of 22.7 (21.8) in i (z) band for
90-second exposures in good observing conditions (Soares-
Santos et al., 2016).

6.2.3. Candidate identification

DiffImg identifies candidate objects by running
SExtractor on the difference images. Objects detected
are filtered through a set of selection criteria listed in
Table 1. Since the combined difference image includes
correlated search image pixels summed over each tem-
plate, the standard SExtractor flux uncertainties are not
valid. We developed a special algorithm to properly ac-
count for correlations when determining the flux uncer-
tainties. Surviving objects are referred to as “detections”.
These detections then filter through a machine learning
code, autoScan(Goldstein et al., 2015), which takes as in-
put the template, search, and difference images and con-
siders such items as 1) the ratio of PSF flux to aperture
flux on the template image, 2) the magnitude difference
between the detection and the nearest catalog source, and
3) the SExtractor-measured SPREAD MODEL of the de-
tection. autoScan returns a number between 0, an obvious
artifact, and 1, a high-quality detection.

7. Postprocessing

The outputs of DiffImg are the inputs to our post-
processing pipeline, illustrated in Fig. 7, which matches
detections of the same objects across different exposures

and applies quality assurance requirements. It also ana-
lyzes fakes injected into the images to assess the perfor-
mance of DiffImg. This is in preparation for the final
sample selection step.

Post-processing takes as input the collection of “raw”
candidates from DiffImg, defined as when two or more
detections have measured positions matching to within 1
arcsec. The two detections can be in the same band or
different bands, or on the same night or different nights.
All raw candidates are saved, which includes moving ob-
jects such as asteroids. Requiring detections on separate
nights, or with a minimum time separation on the same
night, helps to reject moving objects. In O1 and O2, we al-
ways took images in i and/or z bands in the initial search.

At this point, we also apply a minimum machine learn-
ing score requirement, typically 0.7, based on the autoScan
score obtained during DiffImg. It is a choice to apply
the autoScan requirement in post-processing rather than
earlier in the process as it facilitates other detection com-
pleteness studies with looser requirements.

“Science candidates” are those raw candidates that
pass the machine learning score requirement. For each sci-
ence candidate we perform forced PSF photometry at the
positions of the science candidates in all difference images
that cover the location. Forced photometry provides flux
measurements in all observations, regardless of the S/N.

There exists a “surface brightness anomaly” described
in both Kessler et al. (2015) and Doctor et al. (2017)
which degrades DiffImg search efficiency near large galax-
ies. The latter reports two effects: 1) excess missed detec-
tions of point sources in areas of high surface brightness
as seen in large galaxies and 2) excess flux scatter in these
same areas, which affects the selection of objects in analy-
sis. Strategies to mitigate the effects remain an active area
of research.

At this stage the science candidates still contain back-
grounds, the leading examples of which are supernovae,
asteroids, and M dwarf flare stars. We now impose ad-
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S/N > 3.5
Object is PSF-like based on SPREAD MODEL

SExtractor A IMAGE < 1.5× PSF
In a 35× 35 box, < 200 pixels with flux < −2σ below 0
In a 35× 35 box, < 20 pixels with flux < −4σ below 0
In a 35× 35 box, < 2 pixels with flux < −6σ below 0

Not within a mag-dependent radius of a veto catalog object
If coadded, CR rejection via consistency of detected object in each exposure

Table 1: Quality requirements for SExtractor objects detected in search images. From Table 3 of Kessler et al. 2015.

ditional selection criteria on the science candidates aimed
at exploiting difference between kilonovae and these back-
grounds. Below, we give some example criteria:

1. Supernovae: supernovae evolve more slowly than kilo-
novae or plausible BH counterparts. Example crite-
ria to reject them: ≥ 3σ decline in both i and z
fluxes from the first epoch to the second, and ≥ 2σ
flux measurement in both i and z bands in the second
epoch. In the case of a single-band search one can
make similar flux requirements in the single band,
and add additional requirements such as no increase
in the candidate’s flux in any observation more than
48 hours after the GW event.

2. Asteroids: asteroids move on spatially relevant scales
on timescales of minutes. Requiring detections sepa-
rated in time by a sufficient amount, typically 30-60
minutes, eliminates these fast-moving objects. Slow
moving asteroids are rare and faint.

3. M dwarf flare stars: While M stars are red, their
flares are very blue, essentially 10,000K blackbodies.
Example criterion for rejection: ≥ 3σ decline in z-
band flux between epochs.

Several other types of objects can mimic a KN signal,
as discussed in Cowperthwaite and Berger (2015), though
they generally have rates two orders of magnitude or lower
below the expected SN Ia rates.

All science candidates undergo a host matching process
which identifies nearby galaxies and ranks them by prob-
ability of being the candidate’s host galaxy. This match-
ing, implemented only for the latter portion of O2, uses
a galaxy catalog consisting of data from the SDSS DR13
(Albareti et al., 2017), DES Y3Q2 (Abbott et al., 2018),
and 2MASS photoz (Bilicki et al., 2014) catalogs.

8. Grid processing

In order to meet the turnaround time requirements we
must make extensive use of grid resources. A typical ob-
serving night will generate between 100 and 200 new im-
ages, depending on the specifics of the observing plan and
weather conditions. A typical SE processing job will take
around three hours to complete, with DiffImg jobs run-
ning on a single CCD taking around one hour. There-
fore one night’s worth of images requires between 6,000

and 12,000 CPU hours for the DiffImg stage, and be-
tween 300 and 600 additional hours for the SE processing
stage. There could be some additional resources required if
there are any template images with incomplete SE process-
ing. Our program can effectively use resources at Fermilab
and a wide variety of sites on the Open Science Grid, and
can augment these capabilities by running on commercial
clouds if needed. We use a job submission system (Job-
sub; Box 2014) that sends GlideinWMS pilot jobs (Sfiligoi
et al., 2009) to OSG sites. These pilots are shared among
many Fermilab experiments, so due to the combined work-
load pressure from several experiments rather than just
one, there are essentially always pilot jobs running that
our workflow can use. We thus largely avoid a long ramp-
up time often seen in pilot-based job submissions from a
single experiment.

For a typical observing cadence we expect a new image
to be available for processing every three to four minutes.
As soon as each new image comes in during followup ob-
servations, we run a script that calculates which DECam
images overlap with the new image and can be used as
templates for DiffImg processing, checks whether SE pro-
cessing is complete for that image, and then prepares a
multi-stage HTCondor Directed Acyclic Graph that in-
cludes SE processing for new image and any incomplete
templates in the first stage, with the DiffImg processing
of the search image in the second stage. In the first stage
there is one SE job per search, and in the DiffImg stage
there is one job per CCD, for a total of 60 per search im-
age, which run in parallel. The script also prepares a small
custom tarball containing the exposure-specific DiffImg

pipeline scripts and information about what template im-
ages overlaps with the search image. The script finishes
by copying the tarball to Fermilab dCache (Fuhrmann and
Gülzow, 2006) for use in the corresponding grid jobs, which
are then immediately submitted. We distribute our main
software stack to worker nodes via the CernVM File Sys-
tem (Blomer et al., 2011) mechanism.

9. Results from O1 and O2

During the first two LIGO observing seasons, we searched
for an optical counterpart to a total of four BBH events,
two each in O1 and O2, and one BNS event. During O1
we performed two analyses of GW150914 (Soares-Santos
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Figure 7: A diagram showing the postprocessing steps. Here the autoScan candidates refer to DiffImg detections or “raw” candidates, prior
to the application of the tighter autoScan requirement. The host galaxy matching runs before forced photometry, but is not required. After
forced photometry we can apply additional selection criteria as described in section 7.

et al., 2016; Annis et al., 2016), and one of GW151226 (Cow-
perthwaite et al., 2016). During O2 we also followed up
GW170104 and GW170814 (Doctor et al., 2019), cover-
ing 13.6% and 84% of the final LIGO 90% probability re-
gions, respectively. We also performed followup observa-
tions of GW170817 (Abbott et al., 2017a), the first con-
firmed BNS event from LIGO that ushered in the multi-
messenger astronomy era (Abbott et al., 2017b). Our anal-
ysis (Soares-Santos et al., 2017) resulted in one of several
independent discoveries an optical counterpart near the
galaxy NGC4993 11.4h post-merger in i and z bands. Our
team also performed a GW170817 light curve analysis and
made a comparison to KN models in Cowperthwaite et al.
(2017). We also studied the GW170817 host galaxy, NGC
4993, and its environment in order to understand more
about the formation of the GW source (Palmese et al.,
2017). The fact that our pipeline detected the counterpart,
and based on its initial magnitude could have detected a
similar KN out to 425 Mpc, gives us confidence that we
can detect future KNe past the expected LIGO sensitivity
ranges in O3 and O4.

10. Future directions

We have used the system described in this paper to
follow up LIGO sources from their observing runs O1 and
O2. Our infrastructure is also well-suited to several other
time-domain programs, including optical followup of high-
energy neutrino events from the IceCube detector. Ice-
Cube can localize a neutrino event with a median angular
resolution of ≤ 1.0 sq. deg. on the sky, an area contained
in a single DECam pointing. This program also aims to
rapidly produce candidates for spectroscopic followup by
other telescopes and is largely based on the pipeline devel-
oped here. The program released results in Morgan et al.
(2019).

LIGO & Virgo continue to upgrade their laser inter-
ferometers. The full O3 run is expected to produce up
to 8 merger events including neutron stars and dozens
of binary black hole events. The expected rates are large

enough to improve constraints on H0, our primary sci-
ence goal. These rates also present new challenges for the
system described here, and we have implemented several
pipeline upgrades for O3. For example we have expanded
the available computing resources by running the DiffImg
pipeline on commercial cloud resources. As part of the
Fermilab HEPCloud project (Holzman et al., 2017) we
ran DiffImg processing on Amazon EC2 resources. All
tests passed. We are also adding the ability to incorporate
non-DECam template images to increase our available sky
coverage. Thirdly, we have modified the single-epoch pro-
cessing steps so that they run on a CCD-by-CCD basis, al-
lowing a single job per CCD to perform both single-epoch
processing and image differencing. This change leads to
fewer jobs overall and reduce the overhead associated with
multiple jobs and eliminate the fact that in the O1/O2
system, image differencing would not proceed on any CCD
until SE processing was complete on the entire image. In
O3, each CCD can be proceed completely independently,
reducing the time to science candidates by as much as a
factor of five. Since astrometry is more difficult on a single
CCD, we are using the GAIA-DR2 catalog (Gaia Collab-
oration et al., 2018) for astrometric calibration in O3.

11. Summary

The results from O1 and O2 demonstrate that our in-
frastructure can quickly get on sky following a ToO trigger,
rapidly process new images, and carry out image differenc-
ing analysis in a timely manner. The infrastructure is not
limited to GW event follow-up, however. It is trivial to ap-
ply the same techniques to a wide variety of astrophysical
transient searches, including searches for Trans-Neptunian
Objects, the hypothetical Planet Nine, and optical signa-
tures from high-energy neutrino events detected by the
IceCube experiment.

The DESGW program is a partnership between the
Dark Energy Survey and members of the astronomy com-
munity. It is designed to search for electromagnetic coun-
terparts to GW events, such as those expected from the
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merger of two neutron stars. DESGW is sensitive to BNS
mergers out to approximately 400 Mpc. 2015 and early
2016 saw a successful first observing season with optical
followup of two LVC triggers. The DESGW program was
the most complete in terms of area covered and limit-
ing magnitude of all EM counterpart followup programs
that studied GW150914. The program completed a series
of improvements to the computing infrastructure for fol-
lowup observation preparation and to the imaging pipeline
itself between the first two LIGO observing seasons. Sea-
son two started in November 2016, and saw followup of
an additional two BBH events and an independent discov-
ery of the EM counterpart to the first LIGO BNS merger.
The infrastructure also performs well in a variety of time-
domain astronomy programs. DESGW has excellent po-
tential for discovering additional EM counterparts to fu-
ture GW events, and is eagerly awaiting additional LIGO-
Virgo triggers during the third observing season.
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